1. How old was Shakespeare when Elizabeth came to the throne?

2. When was Macbeth first performed? What other plays came out that year?

3. The Geneva Bible was published in 1560. What was pictured on its title page?

4. Name three things in which James I took an interest.

5. Which of Shakespeare’s plays were first performed during the reign of James I?

6. Read Greenblatt’s piece on “The Dream of the Master Text.” Using the glossary, find the definitions for the following terms:

   compositor:

   foul papers:

   fair copy:

   folio:

   quarto:

7. What subjects did Shakespeare probably study in school?

8. Which poem begins with the line “No more be grieved at that which thou hast done”?

9. Who was king of England after Richard II?

10. List three sources for learning more about “Shakespeare in Performance.”

11. Name the five Tudor monarchs and give the dates of their reigns.